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Description of Proposed Projects 

Cities Brief Description 

Austin Property prices are soaring in the downtown area, forcing the arts community (and poorer residents) 
to search for more affordable space on the fringe of the city.  Looking to create transportation hubs on 
the city’s edge to possibly eliminate the need for human-driven vehicles in the core.  These hubs 
would provide a variety of services, not just a place to park cars.  Initially, several locations will be 
strategically identified to include an edge city with a large African-American community, a green-
leaning neighborhood, and the former airport. 

Columbus The goal is to address the inconveniences and impediments of daily travel for poorer neighborhoods, 
by linking neighborhoods and people to higher education, health care, and job training.  The project 
involves operating autonomous (driverless) vehicles in one of Ohio’s largest job centers to link a 
nearby poorer community, and would involve distribution of smart card and navigation apps that 
would cover the range of travel options,  especially for those who are dependent on cash.  Expand on 
the moniker that Columbus is the “test marketing capital of the world” to the “Silicon Valley of 
intelligent transportation systems”. 

Denver Soaring population growth has led to huge congestion problems throughout the city.  The project 
looks to marry carpool services with transit.  In poorer areas, the city plans to partner with Lyft to 
promote “on-demand transit”.  The project would help poorer residents pay for Lyft trips along 
transit lines to encourage the company to make more trips into under-served areas.  Also involves 
setting up wireless connections with trucks to help navigate along signalized corridors in the city. 

Kansas City Using advanced technologies help improve the livability of struggling and isolated neighborhoods.  
Expand the use of public internet kiosks, smart signal and street light technologies along a major 
transit line that serves the so-called Jazz District and a major education center for the blind.  New 
technologies, including gunshot-detection equipment to help law enforcement and tools to help the 
blind, will be deployed and evaluated. 

Pittsburgh The city remains in a post-industrial decline.  The project would recycle an old steel mill, revive a 
long-struggling neighborhood, and tie them together with a tech-augmented transportation network.  
Follow through with exciting plans to use a micro-grid fueled by solar and geothermal power, a 
cheaper power source that would service a nearby struggling neighborhood.  The upcoming arrival of 
an Uber driverless test course would be used to foster more transportation technology jobs, linking 
development to universities and technology companies.   

Portland Parts of the city are nothing like the neighborhoods portrayed in the television series “Portalandia”. 
These areas are exposed to “traffic violence” – they have no sidewalks, poor transit, and unsafe roads.  
To help improve safety, deploy “robot” cars, wirelessly linked to roadways, to slow traffic traveling 
behind them at dangerous times and locations, similar to the drafting car in a NASCAR race.  A 
navigation and payment app would tie together the ways people get around, with a variety of info 
sent back to the customer.  The project would explore ways for electric vehicles to plug into the 
streetlight and parking meter network. 

San Francisco Encourage shared travel through use of electrically-powered, autonomous vehicles.  Explore how 
government policy and technology can make Uber more affordable.  Expand use of navigation apps to 
ease congestion.  Approach is to let city residents choose neighborhoods to test strategies. 
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Common Demographics, Physical, Social and Economic Characteristics 
 Austin Columbus Denver Kansas Pittsburgh Portland San 

Francisco 

Population 790,390 787,033 600,158 459,787 305,704 583,776 805,235 

Density  2653/Sq. 
Mile 

3384/Sq. 
Mile 

 3923/Sq. 
Mile 

1,460/Sq. 
Mile 

5522/Sq. Mile 4375/Sq. Mile 17,818/Sq. 
Mile 

 

• Finalists are mid to large size cities with 
population ranging from 300,000 to 
800,000. Pittsburgh is the only city with 
decreasing population (-0.4% from 2010 
to 2015). 

• With the exception of San Francisco, 
densities are all relatively low. 
Population density of Schenectady is 
6,136 per Square Mile. 

•  High concentration of young and 
talented population, as well as 
vulnerable population (older and lower 
income population travelling to the 
urban core). 

• These cities are attracting millennials 
and generation x population group. 
These groups have preference for better 
transit and multimodal transportation as 
opposed to the traditional car owing 
culture; increase in demand for more 
walkable and bike-able city, as well as 
high mobility and access. 

• Transportation system networks in need 
of solution to reduce growing congestion 
and forecasted increase in traffic, due to 
increase in population and demand. 

• High cost of living in the urban area 
• Population in need of affordable 

transportation modes/system, 
accessibility and mobility. 

• Common goals for safety improvement, 
increase mobility, efficiency, 

sustainability. Strong recognition to 
address climate change impacts. 

• Rapid growth and booming economy. In 
need for better access and mobility to 
job centers and outside of city core. 

• Already have current city goals that 
aligns with Smart City goals 

• Most of the cities appear to have had 
pilot test for automated and connected 
vehicles, and charge station pilots in 
some neighborhood in the city; San 
Francisco, Austin, Columbus 

• There are a lot of strategic approaches 
that are common between the finalists: 
such as crowdsourcing information, 
leveraging on the data collected and 
established research, electrification of 
vehicles and provision of charging 
stations, increase safety of bikers and 
pedestrians, and drivers through road 
design and traffic signal intelligence and 
sensors, and availability of sustainable 
and affordable modes of transportation.
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Strategies Common among Smart Growth Finalist 
Strategies Austin, 

TX 
Columbus, 

OH Denver, CO Kansas City, 
MO 

Pittsburg, 
PA Portland, OR San Francisco, CA 

Partnership with research institutions/Universities ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Crowdsourcing data from public, managing data by research 
institutions or organizations, and open access to all ● ● ●   ● ● ● 

Leveraging the data by research institute and building apps 
according to the needs of the population ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Develop smart corridor and transit services to demonstrate 
the capability of intelligent infrastructure to improve transit 
service and efficiently 

● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Implementation of electric vehicles and charging stations ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Connecting visitors and citizens by providing information 
using the available data ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Technology friendly policies to be  introduced and mitigated 
to facilitate testing, demonstration, and deployment of smart 
city technologies 

● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Implementation of car share and bike share ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 
Development of App for easy access to connecting people for 
car shares ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Intelligent Vehicles for smarter, safer and more 
environmentally friendly autonomous vehicles ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Affordable public transportation (Package mobility service) 
and multimodal connection ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Connecting suburbs to the urban core or the city through car 
share, or connected and automated vehicles from transit to 
home/work and vice versa 

● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Development of apps or availability of information for ease in 
delivery process by terminal queue status and load matching 
and mobility on demand services for real time travel decision 
making for alternating routes 

  ● ● ● ● ●  

Smart Land Use: Reduction of sprawl, or by dynamic pricing 
of parking space and garages, or corridor improvements 
through road diet, green design, walkable, bike-able, transit 
hub, etc. 

●   ● ● ●   ● 

Implementation of Mobileye Shield + to increase safety and 
reduce collision    ● ●         

Strategies focused on improving accessibility to job centers ● ●   ●     ● 
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Unique Ideas 
1. San Francisco is prioritizing the used of shared, electric, connected and automated vehicles. 

Their strategy is to have a phased approach from policy framework to smart design of 
streets for safer, affordable, accessible, inter-operable, sustainable, and resilient 
transportation network. The approach is designed to take full advantage of sharing and 
connected and automated technologies. The SECAV (Shared Electric Connected and 
Automated Vehicles) is the ideal model of accomplishing all the desired goals of the city 
through good policy framework and land use, by repurposing the parking structures for 
affordable housing, and the streets for more shared spaces. 
Takes advantage of both the sharing technologies, and connected and automated 
technologies. The sharing culture is to the software as the CAV (Connected and Automated 
Vehicles) is to the hardware. The City prefers to have the shared model within the City 
hence there is more concentration on leveraging the data from the shared users and 
enhancing the accessibility and mobility through automated and connected vehicles, and 
development of apps. The strategies focuses on providing shared mobility/automated 
vehicles from the transit stations/hubs to job centers and vice versa, and incorporating 
multimodal Intelligent Traffic Signal Systems. 
Smart Delivery System: An allocated time that can be identified through the apps developed 
formulated from the shared data, for small truck delivery into the city, especially early 
morning or late night. 

2. Portland is already working on state of the art, electronic fare system called Hop Fastpass, a 
contactless payment system. Compatible with Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, Android Pay, and 
contactless bank cards, whereby customers can tap their phone or bank card to board. At 
the same time, promote cash payment service for accessibility to unbanked community 
members. 
Portland emphasis on improvement in transit and transparency in the marketplace to 
enable users to select the most cost efficient system by developing secure marketplace that 
collects payments for mobility infrastructure and services. And the city will optimize the use 
and cost by providing updated information to help enhance mobility choices. 

3. Columbus is expected to have an enormous growth in population by 2050. A fast growing 
regional and employment center, the city aims in providing easy mobility to job centers. The 
Cleveland Avenue is selected to be the first smart corridor. Incorporating state of the art 
elements that would enhance safety, improve travel time reliability and reduce accidents 
and associated congestions. COTA will expand its Automated Vehicle Location technology to 
the BRT vehicles to provide accurate and timely bus location data and the data would be 
freely available to allow developers to build mobile applications for local transit users. 
Install Mobileye Shield + Technology as a retrofit kit for the transit bus fleet and working 
with Columbus City School buses as a demonstration to provide invaluable vehicle 
autonomous collision avoidance system. Transit Signal Prioritization will be implemented 
using connected vehicle DSRC technology, integrating advanced signal timing and 
coordination capability into the TMC’s system. 
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4. Kansas concentrates on the east side neighborhood that is in need of digitization and 
advancement in economic and social environment. Population highly dependent on public 
transit. The concept is to increase safety, mobility, accessibility to visually impaired, and 
employment resources via WiFi, connectivity and transportation options. 

One of the strategy that stood out is the strategy for increase in accessibility for visually 
impaired by implementing CV applications such as Route ID to assist them with the 
identification of appropriate bus and route, transit stop navigation and audible signage, safe 
pedestrian crossing, and Remote Infrared Audible Signage technology consisting of infrared 
transmitters repeatedly sending encoded spoken versions of the contents of signage 
through wireless communication. 

Significant Private Sector/Partnership Presence 
The finalist Cities appear to have high number of partnerships, especially from the private sector. 
There is a noticeable connection with information technology and automobile industry, and service 
provider support and involvement in the City’s Smart City plan, especially Austin, Columbus, 
Portland and San Francisco. The following table is the list of those partners: 

 Key Partners Other Invited Partners (Public, Private, 
International) 

 Public Partners Private Partner 

Au
st

in
, T

X 

City of Austin* Rocky Mountain Institute Austin Community College TomTom 

Texas Department of 
Transportation* 

University at Texas at Austin 
Center for Transportation 
Research 

Austin Technology 
Incubator ChargePoint U.S. Postal Service 

Travis County* Austin Technology Incubator Ford, ARM Pecan Street 

Capital Metro* Austin City Up Verizon BMW 
Central Texas Regional 
Mobility Authority* 

National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory Capital Factory ParkMe 

Capital Area Metropolitan 
Planning Organization* 

Texas A&M Transportation 
Institute 

National Renewable Energy 
Lab NXP, Uber, Lyft 

  Southwest Research Institute   Lockheed Martin 

  Greater Austin Chambers of 
Commerce Huston Tillotson University 

B-Cycle, Spark, PTV, 
Intel, Dell, Siemens, 
Davi 

  Texas Technological Council Metropia, Inrix, AT&T, 
NAUTO, ABB 

Savari, Hitachi, GetME, 
Carma,  

  Texas State University     

Co
lu

m
bu

s,
 O

H
 Experience Columbus* Carnegie Mellon University City of Barcelona IDIADA Lab 

Columbus 2020* University at Michigan     

Rev1 Ventures* General Motors     

MORPC* Uber, CoGo     

ODOT* Ricardo, CarGo     

COTA* Siemens, IBM     
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Key Partners Other Invited Partners (Public, Private, 
International) Public Partners Private Partners 

Pittsburg AT&T, GE     

Ann Arbor Battelle, Clean Fuels Ohio     

  Ohio State University     

D
en

ve
r,

 C
O

 

City of Denver* Panasonic Uber Car2Go 

Colorado DOT* Xerox B-Cycle eGo 
Regional Transportation 
District* 

Uber/Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
Pilot Lyft CarShare 

State of Colorado* Rocky Mountain Institute     

  West Safety Services     

  
North Dakota State 
University Transportation 
Center 

    

  Electric Power Research 
Institute     

K
an

sa
s 

Ci
ty

, M
O

 

Kansas City Area 
Transportation Authority* Booz Allen Hamilton KC Digital Drive Amazon Web Services 

KC Streetcar Authority* Cisco Systems Code for KC Automotive Partnership 

KCMO Office of Innovation* ECCO Select Kansas City International 
Airport Bridj 

KC Scout* Sensity System KC Startup Village Freight Partnerships 

Missouri Department of 
Transportation* Sprint KCS/KC Terminal Rail Google 

  Think Big Partners Prospect Ave Corridor Reps Integrated Roadways 

    University of Missouri-Kansas Rhythm Engineering 

    KC Next Intel 

    KCP&L   

Pi
tt

sb
ur

gh
, P

A 

Allegheny County University of Pittsburgh     

PennDOT Carnegie Mellon University     
Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania Major Freight Operators     

Southwestern Pennsylvania 
Commission 

Business and Philanthropic 
Communities     

Port Authority of Allegheny 
County Industry Partners     

Pittsburgh Parking 
Authority       

Port of Pittsburg 
Commission       

Pittsburgh Bike Share       

Po
rt

la
nd

, O
R ODOT Drive Oregon Pacific Northwest National 

Laboratory Booz Allen Hamilton 

NAMAC Oregon CH2M, Intel, Lyft, Car2Go Kettelson & Associates Cisco 

Metro General Motors Information Technology 
Industry Council Jaguar Land Rover 

TriMet DKS Associates Clemson University Qualcomm 
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Key Partners Other Invited Partners (Public, Private, 
International) Public Partners Public Partners 

Port of Portland MobileEye Mentor Graphics Daimler 

PSU Savari, Inrix, RideScout Sanif Goodle Fiber 

TREC at PSU T4 America GENIVI Alliance Pangia Motors 

Portland Public Schools Oregon State University Verizon Toyota 

Portland General Electric University of Oregon Advanced Traffic Products Freedom Pop 

  Oregon University System   Getaround 

  
Advanced Computing 
Center at Oregon Health & 
Science University 

    

  Portland Business Alliance     

  Oregon Technology 
Association     

Sa
n 

Fr
an

ci
sc

o,
 C

A 

San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Authority* ITS UC Berkeley     

Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission 

PATH: Partners for 
Advanced Transportation     

        

Mayor’s Transportation 
Policy & Civic Innovation 
Offices 

Zen Drive     

SFPUC Lighting MIT Media Lab     

SFCTA Waze     

Bay Area Rapid Transit 
District 

Technology Transportation 
Sustainability & Research 
Center 

    

Caltrans Zipcar & Carma     

Regional Transit Operators Uber, Lyft & Shuddle     

  Scoot     

  Flywheel     

  Chariot     

  Adelphi     

  GoogleX     

  Zoox     

  BMW     

  Cruise     

  Gm     

  Ford     

  Tesla     

  Bosch     

  Systems Integrated     

  Siemens     
Note: * indicates the Core Team  
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Possible reasons for selection 
• The cities appear to have exceptionally strong and wide reaching partnership. 
• Cities like Portland, San Francisco, etc. have already incorporated sustainability and climate 

change adaptation into the transportation network. 
• Portland is the first city in US to create and adopt a climate change plan. The Smart City 

strategies are highly emphasized on the needs of the community. 
• Most of the cities have already conducted Connected or Automated Vehicles test pilots in 

some neighborhoods. There is presence of technological and automotive industries in and 
around the region. 

• Well established City Planning with foundational plans on green city planning, already on 
the way to establishing policies/mitigations on technology based transportation systems. 

• There is consistency on the cities leveraging the Smart City funding from USDOT for 
enhancing the already initiated smart plans. 
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